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ABSTRACT
We present spectroscopic and photometric observations for the Type Ibn supernova (SN)
dubbed PSN J07285387+3349106. Using data provided by amateur astronomers, we moni-
tored the photometric rise of the SN to maximum light, occurred on 2015 February 18.8 UT
(JDmax(V ) = 2457072.0 ± 0.8). PSN J07285387+3349106 exploded in the inner region of
an infrared luminous galaxy, and is the most reddened SN Ibn discovered so far. We apply
multiple methods to derive the total reddening to the SN, and determine a total colour ex-
cess E(B − V )tot = 0.99 ± 0.48 mag. Accounting for the reddening correction, which is
affected by a large uncertainty, we estimate a peak absolute magnitude of MV = −20.30 ±
1.50. The spectra are dominated by continuum emission at early phases, and He I lines with
narrow P-Cygni profiles are detected. We also identify weak Fe III and N II features. All
these lines show an absorption component which is blue-shifted by about 900–1000 km s−1.
The spectra also show relatively broad He I line wings with low contrast, which extend to
above 3000 km s−1. From about 2 weeks past maximum, broad lines of O I, Mg II and the
Ca II near-infrared triplet are identified. The composition and the expansion velocity of the
circumstellar material, and the presence of He I and α-elements in the SN ejecta indicate that
PSN J07285387+3349106 was produced by the core-collapse of a stripped-envelope star. We
suggest that the precursor was WNE-type Wolf-Rayet star in its dense, He-rich circumstellar
cocoon.
Key words: supernovae: general, supernovae: individual: PSN J07285387+3349106,
SN 2006jc, SN 2010al, ASASSN-15ed, stars: Wolf-Rayet
⋆ E-mail: andrea.pastorello@oapd.inaf.it
1 INTRODUCTION
Type Ibn supernovae (SNe Ibn) are a class of transients whose spec-
tra show narrow lines of He I in emission and weak (or no) evidence
of H lines (Matheson et al. 2000; Pastorello et al. 2008a). This is
interpreted as evidence for the presence of a He-rich circumstel-
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lar medium (CSM). In contrast to SNe IIn, whose CSM is dom-
inated by H, in SNe Ibn the outer environment is almost H-free.
This implies that the progenitor stars of SNe Ibn already lost their
H envelope, and also (part of) the He-rich layers at the time of their
terminal explosion.
As recent publications in the literature have pointed out, the
number of SN Ibn discoveries has significantly grown in the past
few years. Modern surveys with very large fields of view have led to
an increase in detection rates and have removed the galaxy selection
biases. With deeper imaging, and hence an increased sampled vol-
ume, SNe Ibn have also been discovered at relatively high redshifts.
Finally, more accurate typing criteria have significantly decreased
the risk of mis-classifications. In fact, the discoveries of transitional
SNe Ibn (including the so-called SNe Ibn/IIn, such as SNe 2005la
and 2011hw, that both show signatures of some circumstellar H
along with He, Pastorello et al. 2008b, 2015a; Smith et al. 2012;
Modjaz et al. 2014; Bianco et al. 2014) or SNe Ibn that evolve into
SNe Ib (e.g. ASASSN-15ed and SN 2015G, Pastorello et al. 2015b;
Fraser et al. 2015), have shown that the classification of an object
as a Type Ibn SN is sensitive to the epoch at which the spectrum is
obtained. As a consequence, a proper classification requires good-
quality spectra obtained at multiple epochs.
A major problem in SN Ibn identification is that they usu-
ally explode in star-forming environments (Taddia et al. 2015;
Pastorello et al. 2015c), hence their spectra are heavily contami-
nated by the complex host galaxy background. The rapid post-peak
luminosity decline furthermore complicates their accurate charac-
terization. In fact, most objects faded below the detection limit of
optical telescopes within about 2 months (Matheson et al. 2000;
Pastorello et al. 2008b, 2015d; Gorbikov et al. 2014), with at least
one observed exception (OGLE-2012-SN-006, which experienced
an unusually slow photometric evolution, Pastorello et al. 2015d).
The reason for the rapid evolution in the optical bands of
most SNe Ibn is debated. In several cases, the rapid decline
of the optical light curves was linked to a prompt condensa-
tion of dust in SN ejecta or in a cool dense shell (CDS, e.g.
Chugai et al. 2004; Kankare et al. 2012; Stritzinger et al 2012). In
SN 2006jc, the prototype of this family, this process was directly
observed (Smith et al. 2008; Mattila et al. 2008; Di Carlo et al.
2008; Nozawa et al. 2008; Sakon et al. 2009). SN 2006jc is a
milestone for a number of reasons. First of all, it is still the
only SN Ibn for which a pre-SN outburst was observed (by the
amateur astronomer K. Itagaki) two years before the SN ex-
plosion (Nakano et al. 2006; Pastorello et al. 2007). In addition,
SN 2006jc was well monitored in the ultra-violet (UV), op-
tical and near-infrared (NIR) bands since it was hosted by a
nearby galaxy (Foley et al. 2007; Pastorello et al. 2007, 2008a;
Di Carlo et al. 2008; Anupama et al. 2009; Modjaz et al. 2014;
Bianco et al. 2014). For this reason, SN 2006jc is still the ob-
ject that provided the most detailed information on this SN family
(Chugai 2009, and references therein).
A factor that is expected to affect the detection rate of SNe Ibn,
which typically explode in star-forming galaxies, is their possible
location in a dusty regions. However, no SN Ibn affected by signif-
icant reddening has been discovered so far. The first opportunity to
monitor an object of this class with strong line-of-sight extinction
is PSN J07285387+3349106. The discovery of this transient by the
Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS)1 and its early follow-
up information have been reported on the CBAT “Transient Object
1 http://w.astro.berkeley.edu/bait/public html/kait.html
Figure 1. PSN J07285387+3349106 and its host galaxy. R-band image
taken on 2015 October 2 with ALFOSC, mounted at the Nordic Optical
Telescope. The insert shows a blow-up of the SN region.
Followup Reports” pages2. PSN J07285387+3349106 was classi-
fied by Ochner et al. (2015) as a young Type Ibn event based on the
presence of narrow emission lines of He I. In addition, the detec-
tion of the strong, unresolved Na I doublet λλ5889,5895 (Na ID)
in absorption at the redshift of the host galaxy (z = 0.01379) led
Ochner et al. to conclude that the SN was significantly reddened,
with E(B − V )tot ∼ 1 mag. Multi-band optical photometry of
PSN J07285387+3349106 has been published by Tsvetkov et al.
(2015).
This article is the eighth of a series whose main goals are to il-
lustrate the variety of physical properties that characterize the Type
Ibn SNe family, and to constrain the nature of their progenitor stars.
This paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we describe the
main properties of the galaxy hosting PSN J07285387+3349106.
In Section 3, we compute the total reddening in the SN direction.
In Section 4, we present the observations and illustrate the data re-
duction procedures. Sections 5 and 6 analyse the SN light curve
and the spectroscopic evolution, respectively. A discussion and a
summary follow in Section 7.
2 THE HOST GALAXY
The galaxy hosting PSN J07285387+3349106, NGC 2388 (Fig-
ure 1), is classified as an Sb-type in Hyperleda3 (Makarov et al.
2014), and is apparently one member of the galaxy group WBL
142, which is composed of three galaxies within a radius of 82 ar-
cmin (Zwicky et al. 1961-1968), whose mean redshift is z ∼ 0.0135
(White et al. 1999). NGC 2388 has been classified as a possible lu-
minous infrared galaxy (LIRG) by Sanders et al. (2003). As it has
2 http://www.cbat.eps.harvard.edu/unconf/followups/J07285387+3349106.html
3 http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/
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been detected from the UV to the radio wavelengths, its spectral
energy distribution is well constrained (Brown et al. 2014). In addi-
tion, our SN follow-up spectra (see Section 6) show very prominent
emission lines attributed to the host galaxy. All of this suggests that
NGC 2388 is a star-forming galaxy.
The radial velocity of NGC 2388 corrected for Local Group
infall onto Virgo is vV ir = 4255 km s−1 (from Hyperleda,
Makarov et al. 2014). Adopting a standard cosmology with H0 =
73 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73, we obtain a luminosity
distance of 58.9 ± 4.1 Mpc (see Wright 2006, for information on
the cosmology calculator), hence a distance modulus µ = 33.85 ±
0.15 mag.4
As the total apparent magnitude of NGC 2388 provided by
Hyperleda is B = 14.66 ± 0.32, the total absolute B-band magni-
tude corrected for Galactic and internal extinction (following the
prescriptions of Hyperleda) is −19.76. Using the luminosity vs.
metallicity relations provided by Tremonti et al. (2004), we esti-
mate an integrated oxygen abundance of 12 + log(O/H) = 8.91
(dex) for NGC 2388. The SN exploded in the proximity of a spi-
ral arm of the host galaxy, about 6 arcsec East and 2 arcsec North
of the nucleus. Accounting for the SN position, and following
Pastorello et al. (2015c), we estimate the R0,SN/R25 ratio5 to be
0.26. This allows us to compute the oxygen abundance at the SN
position, assuming a radial dependence as in Pilyugin et al. (2004).
We obtain 12 + log(O/H)SN = 8.81 (dex), which is slightly above
the average oxygen abundance estimated at the SN location for the
host galaxies of SNe Ibn by Pastorello et al. (2015c, 8.63 ± 0.42
dex) and Taddia et al. (2015, 8.45 ± 0.10 dex).
The analysis of the host galaxy of PSN J07285387+3349106
confirms the results of the above systematic studies, namely that
there is no evidence of SNe Ibn preferentially exploding in metal-
poor environments.
3 THE LINE-OF-SIGHT EXTINCTION TO
PSN J07285387+3349106
As stated by Ochner et al. (2015), PSN J07285387+3349106 is
significantly extinguished, and hence the estimate of its redden-
ing is of utmost importance. The Milky Way contribution to the
total reddening is modest. Following the revised Galactic red-
dening estimates of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) and assuming
a Cardelli et al (1989) reddening law with RV = 3.1, we obtain
E(B − V )MW = 0.05 mag.
Obtaining the SN extinction in the host galaxy is more compli-
cated. For this purpose, we measure the equivalent width (EW) of
the narrow interstellar Na I λλ5890,5896 (Na ID) in the SN spec-
tra to improve the preliminary estimate reported in Ochner et al.
(2015). Unfortunately, this measurement is uncertain, because the
region is affected by the the presence of a SN CSM emission line
(He I λ5876, see Section 6) which increases in strength with time.
Since the He I line is still very weak in our earliest spectrum, it
can be used to derive a more robust estimate despite its relatively
poor signal-to-noise (S/N). From this, we measure an EW = 6.5 ±
0.5 A˚ for the interstellar Na ID. According to the empirical relation
4 The errors on the distance and distance modulus were computed account-
ing for the uncertainties on the recessional velocity, the Local Group infall
correction, and the cosmological parameters, following the prescriptions of
the NED database, https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/.
5 RSN is the deprojected position of the SN, while R25 is the isophotal
radius for the B-band surface brightness of 25 mag arcsec2 .
provided by Turatto et al. (2003), we obtain E(B − V )host = 1.03
mag. However, it is known that the relation between Na ID EW and
E(B − V ) has a large dispersion, especially when the interstellar
extinction is high (see, e.g., Poznanski et al. 2011). In order to ac-
count for this, we note that for EW larger than 4 A˚, the SN sample
of Poznanski et al. spans a range of AV values from about 0.5 to
3 mag. Therefore ∆AV ≈ 1.25 max can be considered an indica-
tive guess for the error on the reddening with this method. Hence,
E(B − V )tot = 1.08 ± 0.40 mag is our estimate for the total inter-
stellar extinction to PSN J07285387+3349106 using the interstellar
Na ID.
As the above method is affected by a large uncertainty, we
estimate the amount of extinction using alternative methods. First,
we follow Calzetti et al. (1994) and compute the total reddening
to the SN through the host galaxy Balmer lines decrement. The
decrement is measured using different spectra extracted in regions
very close to the SN position. With this approach, we infer values
of E(B − V )tot ≈ 1 to 1.5 mag (with a weighted average of 1.34
± 0.31 mag).
Another method to compute the foreground reddening, which
is widely used for Type Ia SNe (e.g., Phillips et al. 1999), is through
the comparison of SN colour curves at defined epochs. In the case
of Type Ibn SNe, this method is limited by the large heterogeneity
of this class of transients. However, using the intrinsic colours of
a limited number of SNe Ibn which are photometrically similar to
PSN J07285387+3349106 (see Section 5 for more details), we ob-
tain a somewhat smaller value for the reddening, viz. E(B − V )tot
= 0.81 ± 0.21 mag.
A weighted average of these three methods provides as best
estimate of the total reddening E(B − V )tot = 0.99 ± 0.48 mag,
which will be used throughout the paper.
4 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Our spectroscopic and photometric follow-up campaigns were trig-
gered soon after the classification. Early-time photometry data and
pre-discovery observations of the field were gathered a posteriori
thanks to the routine unfiltered observations of NGC 2388 by a
number of amateur astronomers in the framework of the Italian
Supernovae Search Program (ISSP)6. Details on the observations
obtained using 30- to 50-cm telescopes available to the ISSP col-
laboration are provided in the footnotes of Table 1.
Standard photometric follow-up of PSN J07285387+3349106
was performed using the following instruments: the 1.82-m Coper-
nico Telescope of the INAF - Padova Observatory at Mt. Ekar (Asi-
ago, Italy) equipped with AFOSC; the 2.56-m Nordic Optical Tele-
scope (NOT) with ALFOSC and the 3.58-m Telescopio Nazionale
Galileo (TNG) equipped with DOLORES (LRS), both located at
Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (La Palma, Canary Islands,
Spain); the 0.8-m Joan Oro´ Telescope (TJO) of the Observatori As-
trono`mic del Monsec (Catalonia, Spain) equipped with MEIA; the
INAF 0.6-m Rapid Eye Mount (REM) Ritchey-Chre´tien reflector
Telescope hosted by the European Southern Observatory (ESO, La
Silla, Chile) equipped with ROSS2.
Photometric images were pre-reduced using standard tasks
6 http://italiansupernovae.org; the ISSP is a coordinated SN search involv-
ing several Italian Amateur Observatories located in Veneto, Toscana and
Lombardia. Since 2011 it has led to the discovery of about 80 SNe.
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Table 1. Photometric data and associated errors for PSN J07285387+3349106.
Date JD B V u g r i z Instrument
20141212 2457003.53 – >19.15 – – >19.03 – – 1
20141223 2457014.42 – >19.01 – – >18.80 – – 2
20141226 2457018.46 – >19.88 – – >19.76 – – 1
20141227 2457018.63 – >20.41 – – >20.19 – – 3
20150107 2457030.49 – >19.10 – – >18.90 – – 2
20150112 2457035.49 – >20.19 – – >19.97 – – 3
20150209 2457063.47 – 18.84 (0.35) – – 18.62 (0.26) – – 3
20150210 2457064.45 – 18.29 (0.38) – – 18.14 (0.30) – – 4
20150214 2457068.37 – 17.09 (0.29) – – 16.73 (0.32) – – 5
20150217 2457071.33 – – – – 16.41 (0.24) – – AFOSC
20150217 2457071.34 – 16.65 (0.24) – – 16.46 (0.26) – – 1
20150218 2457072.26 17.46 (0.09) 16.62 (0.09) – – – – – AFOSC
20150219 2457072.39 – – 18.69 (0.05) 17.28 (0.03) 16.48 (0.03) 16.20 (0.04) 16.01 (0.06) AFOSC
20150220 2457073.52 17.77 (0.14) 16.71 (0.09) 18.85 (0.08) 17.30 (0.06) 16.53 (0.06) 16.24 (0.04) – AFOSC
20150222 2457075.58 – – – 17.45 (0.09) 16.58 (0.09) 16.39 (0.08) 16.00 (0.16) ROSS2
20150222 2457076.46 17.99 (0.03) 16.92 (0.02) – – 16.71 (0.03) 16.47 (0.05) – ALFOSC
20150223 2457077.48 18.09 (0.07) 17.11 (0.06) 19.46 (0.08) 17.69 (0.06) 16.79 (0.08) 16.49 (0.06) – LRS
20150225 2457078.54 – – – 17.83 (0.10) 16.85 (0.14) 16.58 (0.09) 16.17 (0.13) ROSS2
20150225 2457078.58 18.20 (0.07) 17.17 (0.09) – – – – – LRS
20150227 2457081.36 18.70 (0.20) 17.64 (0.21) – – – – – MEIA
20150228 2457082.39 – – – – 17.30 (0.25) – – LRS
20150301 2457082.54 – – – 18.09 (0.26) 17.30 (0.15) 16.99 (0.15) 16.39 (0.21) ROSS2
20150302 2457083.59 – – – 18.25 (0.23) 17.54 (0.20) 17.11 (0.16) 16.47 (0.26) ROSS2
20150302 2457084.37 19.12 (0.38) 18.13 (0.23) – – – – – MEIA
20150303 2457085.47 – – – – 17.80 (0.22) – – ALFOSC
20150304 2457085.67 – – – >16.99 >16.42 17.43 (0.53) >15.55 ROSS2
20150304 2457086.32 >17.99 – – – – – – MEIA
20150305 2457086.53 – – – 18.96 (0.36) 18.02 (0.23) 17.59 (0.19) 17.13 (0.29) ROSS2
20150307 2457089.35 – 19.21 (0.42) – – 18.96 (0.39) – – 3
20150308 2457090.35 – 19.59 (0.42) – – 19.27 (0.35) – – 3
20150310 2457091.54 – – – 20.35 (0.51) 20.00 (0.59) 19.34 (0.46) 18.97 (0.38) ROSS2
20150310 2457092.30 – >19.04 – – >18.83 – – 2
20150310 2457092.47 21.89 (0.23) 20.42 (0.22) – – 20.13 (0.30) 19.69 (0.34) – ALFOSC
20150311 2457093.30 – – 22.51 (0.54) 21.08 (0.20) 20.49 (0.19) 19.89 (0.14) 19.39 (0.12) AFOSC
20150312 2457094.33 – >20.23 – 21.35 (0.19) 20.60 (0.18) 20.04 (0.14) 19.58 (0.15) AFOSC
20150330 2457112.34 – >20.02 – – >19.78 – – 3
20150330 2457112.34 – >18.01 – – >17.85 – – 1
1− 0.50-m Newton telescope (Lotti) equipped with a FLI Proline 4710 camera with E2V CCD47-10 (Osservatorio Astronomico di Monte Agliale,
Borgo a Mozzano, Lucca, Italy); 2− 0.28-m Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope (Vittore Maioni) with a SBIG ST-8 3 CCD Camera (Osservatorio
Astronomico del Col Druscie´, Cortina, Belluno, Italy); 3− 0.53-m Ritchey-Chre´tien telescope equipped with an Apogee Alta U47 camera with
E2V CCD47-10 (Osservatorio Astronomico Provinciale di Montarrenti, Siena, Italy); 4− 0.40-m Newton Marcon telescope equipped with an
ATIK 428EX camera with Sony ICX674 CCD (private observatory; obs. Paolo Campaner, Ponte di Piave, Treviso, Italy); 5− 0.14-m TEC refractor
telescope equipped with an ATIK 460EX camera with Sony ICX694ALG CCD and Luminance filter (private observatory; obs. Manfred Mrotzek,
Buxtehude, Germany).
Table 2. Log of spectroscopic observations of PSN J07285387+3349106.
Date JD Phase (d)‡ Instrumental configuration Exposure time (s) Range (A˚) Resolution (A˚)
2015/02/17 2457071.35 -0.6 1.82-m Copernico + AFOSC + gm4 1800 3500–8190 13
2015/02/18 2457072.25 +0.3 1.82-m Copernico + AFOSC + gm4 + VPH6 1800 + 1800 3550–9270 14+15
2015/02/19 2457073.49 +1.5 1.82-m Copernico + AFOSC + gm4 2 × 1800 3440–8170 13
2015/02/22 2457076.48 +4.5 2.56-m NOT + ALFOSC + gm4 1800 3330–9100 18
2015/02/23 2457077.43 +5.4 3.58-m TNG + LRS + LRB + LRR 1500 + 1500 3450-10190 10+10
2015/02/25 2457078.60 +6.6 3.58-m TNG + LRS + LRB 1029 3450–8060 10
2015/02/28 2457082.45 +10.5 3.58-m TNG + LRS + LRB 1800 3450–8060 10
2015/03/03 2457085.49 +13.5 2.56-m NOT + ALFOSC + gm4 2700 3500–9110 18
2015/03/11 2457092.51 +20.5 2.56-m NOT + ALFOSC + gm4 2 × 2700 3300–9110 18
‡ The phases are with respect to the V -band maximum light (JDmax(V ) = 2457072.0).
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Figure 2. Multi-band light curves of PSN J07285387+3349106: our observations (filled symbols) are compared with those published by Tsvetkov et al.
(2015, open symbols). A constant zeropoint correction has been applied to the Johnson-Cousins R- and I-band data of Tsvetkov et al. (2015) to convert the
magnitudes into the Sloan r- and i system. The corrections terms, ∆R = 0.23 ± 0.03 mag and ∆I = 0.47 ± 0.03 mag, have been obtained by computing
the synthetic photometry from the available spectra of PSN J07285387+3349106. The starred symbol represents the scaled discovery photometry from LOSS.
available in IRAF7. The pre-reduction steps include overscan, bias
and flat-field corrections, and final trimming of the useless im-
age regions. Using the dedicated PYTHON pipeline SNOOPY
(Cappellaro 2014),8 we then astrometrically registered the images,
extracted a number of stellar sources in the images and measured
their instrumental magnitudes using a PSF-fitting technique. As the
SN was located in a complex region inside the host galaxy, a prop-
erly removal of the background contribution using templates avail-
able in public archives (e.g. SDSS for the Sloan-band images) was
required. The SN magnitude was measured after the host galaxy
contamination was removed.
The magnitudes of a number of stars in the field of
PSN J07285387+3349106 are available in the SDSS catalogue.
These were used to estimate zeropoints and colour terms for all
nights for which Sloan-band observations (in u, g, r, i, and z) were
obtained. The JohnsonB and V magnitudes were instead calibrated
by converting the Sloan magnitudes of the stars in the SN field to
Johnson magnitudes, following Chonis & Gaskell (2008).
7 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory,
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in As-
tronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science
Foundation.
8 SNOOPY is a collection of PYRAF programs and other widely used
public tools (e.g. DAOPHOT, SEXTRACTOR, HOTPANTS).
Early unfiltered data, kindly provided by amateur as-
tronomers, were converted to Johnson V and Sloan r magnitudes.
The calibrated SN magnitudes are listed in Table 1. The reported
errors account for the uncertainties in the instrumental magnitudes
and the photometric calibration. Information on the instruments
used by amateur astronomers is provided in the footnotes of Ta-
ble 1.
Spectroscopic data, covering a 3-week temporal window start-
ing at maximum light, were obtained with some of the instruments
mentioned above, including AFOSC, mounted on the Copernico
Telescope, LRS on the TNG and ALFOSC on the NOT. These
data were processed using standard IRAF tools. Two-dimensional
spectra were bias, flat-field and overscan corrected, afterwards one-
dimensional spectra were extracted from the images. The spectra
were then wavelength calibrated using arc spectra obtained with the
same instrumental configuration as the SN spectra. The wavelength
calibration was accurately verified through a cross-check with the
position of selected night sky lines. When necessary, we applied a
constant wavelength shift. The flux calibration was performed us-
ing spectra of flux standard stars observed in the same night as the
SN, or using instrumental sensitivity functions for the same instru-
mental set-up available in our archive. Then, using the available
broad-band photometry, the flux calibration of the SN spectra was
verified and, in case of a discrepancy with the photometry, the spec-
tra were multiplied by a constant factor. Contamination from O2
c© XXXX RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Figure 3. Top – Comparison of the B − V colour evolution of PSN J07285387+3349106 with those of a sub-sample of SNe Ibn, including the pho-
tometrically similar SNe 2000er (Pastorello et al. 2008a) and ASASSN-15ed (Pastorello et al. 2015b), and the well-followed SNe 2006jc (Pastorello et al.
2007; Foley et al. 2007) and 2010al (Pastorello et al. 2015a). The blue solid line represents our SN Ibn colour template (see text). We show the colour
evolution of PSN J07285387+3349106 for two values of E(B − V )tot: 0.99 mag, as adopted throughout the paper, and 0.81 mag, obtained assuming
that PSN J07285387+3349106 has the same colour evolution as the SN Ibn colour template. Bottom – Comparison of the R-band absolute light curve of
PSN J07285387+3349106 (obtained from the Sloan-r light curve scaled by -0.23 mag and corrected for E(B − V )tot = 0.99 mag), with those of the same
sample as above plus SN 1999cq (Matheson et al. 2000). The LOSS discovery magnitude of PSN J07285387+3349106 is also included. The error bars account
for the uncertainties of the photometric data, the interstellar extinction and the distance modulus.
and OH telluric bands was removed using the spectra of standard
stars. Information on the spectra of PSN J07285387+3349106 and
the instrumental configurations is listed in Table 2.
5 LIGHT CURVE
In Figure 2, we compare our light curves of
PSN J07285387+3349106 with those published by Tsvetkov et al.
(2015). The Johnson-Cousins R and I-band data of Tsvetkov et al.
(2015) are scaled by a constant to match our Sloan r and i-band
photometry. These zeropoint corrections, ∆R = 0.23 ± 0.03
mag and ∆I = 0.47 ± 0.03 mag, have been computed through
synthetic photometry obtained from our spectra. The resulting
match between our data and those of Tsvetkov et al. is fairly good.
Early-time unfiltered magnitudes from amateur astronomers,
scaled to the Sloan r and the Johnson V systems, allow us to esti-
mate the epochs and the apparent magnitudes at maximum in these
2 bands. Using a low-order polynomial fit to the light curves, we
obtain: Vmax = 16.63 ± 0.18 (on JDmax(V ) = 2457072.0 ± 0.8)
and rmax = 16.45 ± 0.15 (on JDmax(r) = 2457071.9 ± 1.1). The
c© XXXX RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Figure 4. Spectral sequence of PSN J07285387+3349106. The region of Hα is largely contaminated by the narrow Hα and [N II] lines from the host galaxy
background (marked by the yellow vertical band). No reddening or redshift corrections have been applied to the spectra.
rise time to maximum in the above two bands amounts to more than
∼ 9 d. After peak, we observe a monotonic decline in all bands,
with the light curves in the blue bands fading more rapidly than
those in the red bands. The decline rates are moderate in all bands
between 0 d and +10 d from maximum: 15.3 ± 0.3 mag 100 d−1
in the u band, 9.4 ± 0.7 mag 100 d−1 in the V band, and 6.7 ±
1.1 mag 100 d−1 in the r band. From +10 d onwards, the declines
become much steeper, and are between 28 and 30 mag 100 d−1 in
all bands. The average decline rate of PSN J07285387+3349106 in
the r band from the light curve peak to the last detection (∼ 22 d
after maximum) is 19.7 ± 1.6 mag 100 d−1, which is the fastest
decline ever observed for a Type Ibn SN in that temporal range.
In Figure 3 (top panel), we show the B − V colour evolution
of PSN J07285387+3349106 for two different assumptions for the
reddening, i.e. E(B − V )tot = 0.99 mag and E(B − V )tot = 0.81
mag. The colour curves are compared with those of a selected sam-
ple of Type Ibn SNe9, including the prototype SN 2006jc and a few
objects that share spectroscopic and photometric similarities with
PSN J07285387+3349106. While SN 2006jc is blue and shows
9 The distance modulus and reddening values adopted for the compari-
son object are the following: µ = 36.59 mag and E(B-V) = 0.14 mag for
ASASSN-15ed; µ = 35.27 mag and E(B-V) = 0.15 mag for SN 1999cq; µ
= 35.52 mag and E(B-V) = 0.11 mag for SN 2000er; µ = 32.01 mag and
E(B-V) = 0.04 mag for SN 2006jc; µ = 34.27 mag and E(B-V) = 0.06 mag
for SN 2010al.
very littleB−V colour evolution (see discussion in Pastorello et al.
2015b), other objects of the sample become redder with time up to
about four weeks past maximum. Their colour rises from B−V ≈
0 around maximum to about 1 mag four weeks later.
Adopting E(B − V )tot = 0.99 mag, this would make
PSN J07285387+3349106 slightly bluer than similar objects. For
this reason, we compute a colour template for Type Ibn SNe
through a low-order polynomial fit to the colours of the sample
considered in Figure 3, from which we remove SN 2006jc be-
cause of its different colour evolution. The best colour match be-
tween PSN J07285387+3349106 and the template is obtained with
E(B−V )tot = 0.81 ± 0.21 mag. However, as discussed in Section
3, interacting SNe such as Type Ibn events may easily have intrin-
sically different colours, so the colour match among the objects of
this sub-sample cannot be used as a conclusive argument to support
a lower reddening scenario for PSN J07285387+3349106. For this
reason, in Section 3, we conservatively adopted the weighted aver-
age of three independent methods as our best reddening estimate,
i.e. E(B − V )tot = 0.99 ± 0.48 mag.
Accounting for the distance estimate reported in Section 2,
and the above reddening value, we obtain the following abso-
lute peak magnitudes in the two bands monitored around the light
curve maximum: MV = −20.30 ± 1.50 and Mr = −19.83 ±
1.19. A comparison of the absolute R-band magnitudes for the
same SN sample as before (with the inclusion of SN 1999cq,
Matheson et al. 2000) is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.
For PSN J07285387+3349106, we adopted the correction of 0.23
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Figure 5. Top - Line identification in early spectra of PSN J07285387+3349106. The Fe III and N II lines are marked at the position of the absorption
minimum, blueshifted by 950 km s−1 from the rest wavelength position. The He I lines are indicated at rest wavelength. Bottom - Line identification in late
spectra of PSN J07285387+3349106. All lines are indicated at the rest wavelength position. The spectra have been corrected for reddening and redshift, using
the values adopted in this paper. We also mark the Hα plus [N II] blend, Hβ, and the [S II] λλ6717,6731 doublet, which are due to foreground contamination,
with green dotted lines. c© XXXX RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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mag to convert Sloan r (ABmag) to Johnson-Cousins R (Vegamag)
as mentioned in the caption of Figure 2. The SN competes with the
most luminous objects in the sample. This comparison shows that
there is some similarity in the evolution (in particular, in the decline
rates) among the objects that belong to this restricted sample. How-
ever, we remark that the general photometric behaviour of SNe Ibn
can be strongly heterogeneous. This issue will be discussed in a
forthcoming paper (Pastorello et al. 2015e).
6 SPECTROSCOPIC EVOLUTION
The sequence of spectra collected for PSN J07285387+3349106
is shown in Figure 4. We note that there is some residual back-
ground contamination in several spectra. A narrow and unresolved
Hα emission feature due to unrelated sources in the host galaxy is
prominent in spectra obtained with the lowest resolution grisms or
under poor seeing conditions. In other cases, a residual absorption
is visible at the position of the contaminating Hα line due to an
over-subtraction of the background.
The early spectra of PSN J07285387+3349106 show a red, al-
most featureless continuum, where the most prominent features are
due to host galaxy background contamination (Hα, [N II] and [S II]
features) which cannot be properly removed. A narrow, unresolved
absorption attributed to the Na ID feature is also clearly detected
in our early spectra. This is produced by Na I atoms lying along
the line of sight inside NGC 2388. However, there is no clear evi-
dence that this absorption is related the SN circumstellar environ-
ment. The strength of the interstellar Na ID absorption decreases
with time, because a prominent narrow He I λ5876 emission fea-
ture emerges in its blue wing. Narrow emission lines of He I λ6678
(blended, in some early spectra, with the host galaxy [S II] doublet)
and λ7065 are also detected with P-Cygni profile.
We attempt to identify a number of weak lines visible in the
early-phase spectra (see Figure 5, top). In particular, we suggest
the unusual detection of Fe III and N II features, with absorption
components blueshifted by about 950 km s−1. In particular, Fe III
λ5127 and Fe III λ5156 are strong. The identification of Fe III
lines at 5800-6000 A˚ is ambiguous given the low S/N level. N II
blends likely produce some absorption features at about 4620 A˚,
5650 A˚ and 6130 A˚. In addition, we identify N II λ6482. Although
these lines have not been identified before in early spectra of SNe
Ibn, they have occasionally been detected in massive, hot stars (e.g.,
Gvaramadze et al. 2010).
In our late spectra, He I λ7065 appears to be slightly broader,
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) velocity increasing
to about 1300 km s−1. In addition, whilst the continuum becomes
even redder, other lines appear at the long wavelengths, likely due
to O I (λ7774–7777 and λ8446), Mg II (λ7877–7896, λ8214–
8235, λ8735–8745, λ8824–8835) and Ca II. In particular, the NIR
Ca II triplet becomes the strongest SN feature visible in our latest
spectrum, while [Ca II] λλ7291,7324 is barely detected, blended
with He I λ7281. Unfortunately, the large reddening, the heavy
background contamination and the relatively modest S/N of our
spectra do not allow to securely identify other spectral lines.
The evolution of the He I λ5876 plus Na ID blend (left panel)
and the He I λ7065 line (right panel) is presented in Figure 6.
We note the increasing strength of the He I λ5876 line relative to
the Na ID foreground absorption, which almost completely disap-
pears in our late spectra. Similarly, the He I λ7065 line increases
in strength, becoming one of the most prominent SN features in
our late spectra. The velocity of the slow-moving gas, as measured
Figure 6. Evolution of the He I λ5876 and Na ID blend (left) and the He I
λ7065 line (right) in our spectra of PSN J07285387+3349106. The vertical
dashed lines mark the rest velocity of the He I lines, while the two dot-
dashed lines in the left panel mark the position of the two Na ID absorption
lines. The velocity scale on the abscissa is in units of 103 km s−1.
from the FWHM of the narrow He I λ7065 component or from the
position of its weak narrow P-Cygni absorption, is about 900-1000
km s−1. A broader component is also marginally detected in the
He I λ7065 feature, with an approximate velocity of about 3100-
3400 km s−1. This component is best seen in our late time spectra
(see e.g. Figure 7).
7 DISCUSSION
The analysis of the spectroscopic data of PSN J07285387+3349106
suggests that the very red apparent colour detected at all epochs
is a consequence of a relatively large reddening in the di-
rection to the SN. Once corrected for the intrinsic extinction,
PSN J07285387+3349106 is a Type Ibn SN with similar proper-
ties as already observed in a number of objects of this type.
In particular, the spectrum at early phases is dominated by nar-
row P-Cygni lines of He I. We propose that these features, with a
FWHM velocity of about 900-1000 km s−1, are the signature of a
circumstellar wind. The velocity of this CSM, along with its chem-
ical composition, may provide important insights into the nature of
the progenitor star. This wind is likely H-free, because the unre-
solved Balmer lines observed in the spectra are attributed to host
galaxy contamination.
Specific for this object and unprecedented is the detection
of N II lines in the early spectra. This prompts for a WN-type
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Figure 7. Two-component Gaussian fit to the He I λ7065 line in the latest
NOT + ALFOSC spectrum (phase +20.5 d).
Wolf-Rayet progenitor. More specifically, the lack of circumstellar
Balmer lines suggests a WNE subtype classification (Hamann et al.
1995). This subclass of Wolf-Rayet stars has a typical terminal
wind velocity of about 1600 km s−1 (Hamann et al. 2006), consis-
tent with the velocities measured for the bulk of the circumstellar
material of PSN J07285387+3349106.
PSN J07285387+3349106 is also a very luminous event
(likely brighter than −20 mag, though this estimate is affected by
a big uncertainty in the light-of-sight extinction), showing an ex-
tremely fast post-peak decline, without a visible flattening onto
the 56Co tail. All of this suggests that the luminous peak of the
light curve is powered by interaction with CSM rather than a large
amount of synthesized 56Ni.
A number of authors (e.g., Ofek et al. 2010; Chevalier & Irwin
2011; Svirski et al. 2012) suggest that a fraction of interacting SNe
have early light curves powered by shock breakout in a dense wind.
In fact, while the shock breakout emerging from the stellar surface
has a very short duration (of the order of minutes) and releases UV
and X-ray photons, the situation changes when the SN explodes
within a dense circumstellar cocoon. In that case, the shock may
propagate in the CSM without immediately releasing photons to the
observer. By the time the forward shock breaks out, it has accumu-
lated a lot of energy which is released over much longer timescales
than in the windless case. This mechanism may explain the lumi-
nous and long-lasting light curve peaks of a number of interact-
ing SNe embedded in a dense CSM, as suggested by Ofek et al.
(2014a) (but see Moriya & Maeda 2014). The shock breakout
model in a dense circumstellar wind has the advantage of explain-
ing the enormous peak luminosity of PSN J07285387+3349106,
along with its relatively rapid photometric evolution with respect
to the very slow evolutionary time scales of more extreme interact-
ing SNe (e.g. Aretxaga et al. 1999).
A potential problem of this interpretation is the requirement
of high CSM densities. In order to produce such a dense CSM, the
precursor star should have high mass-loss rate, from a few 10−3
M⊙ yr−1 to 10−1 M⊙ yr−1 (Kiewe et al. 2012; Taddia et al. 2013;
Moriya et al. 2014). These substantial mass-loss rates are expected
in luminous blue variable (LBV) eruptions, and not in steady winds
of the putative Wolf-Rayet progenitors of SNe Ibn (Hamann et al.
2000; Nugis & Lamers 2000). Nonetheless, at least in the case
of SN 2006jc, a residual LBV-like behaviour has been observed
through the detection of a pre-SN burst in 2004 (Nakano et al.
2006; Pastorello et al. 2007). A rather complex CSM density pro-
file and a variable mass-loss rate, ranging from 10−1 M⊙ yr−1 dur-
ing the outburst to many orders of magnitude less before and after
the 2004 episode, were proposed by Tominaga et al. (2008). We
emphasise that the shock breakout scenario in an optically thick
CSM has also been suggested for the Type Ibn SN iPTF13beo
(Gorbikov et al. 2014). The shock breakout interpretation for this
SN requires an enormous mass-loss (about 2.4 M⊙ yr−1) over a
very short period. In other words, though unobserved, an LBV-
like violent eruption is necessary also to explain the properties of
iPTF13beo. The ultimate verification of this scenario is the detec-
tion of pre-SN eruptions. So far, SN 2006jc is the only SN Ibn for
which a pre-SN eruption has been registered. However, pre-SN ob-
servations of the host galaxies are not available for most Type Ibn
SNe, or these SNe are too distant to detect ∼ −14 mag pre-SN
transient events.
It is evident that routine observations of so-called “SN im-
postors” (Van Dyk et al. 2000; Maund et al. 2006; Pastorello et al.
2010, 2013; Tartaglia et al. 2015a; Kankare et al. 2015) are essen-
tial to monitor extremely rare very massive stars that are approach-
ing their final death as luminous SNe. This strategy is comple-
mented by panoramic surveys such as the intermediate Palomar
Transient Factory, La Silla-QUEST, Pan-STARRS, the Catalina
Real-Time Transient Survey, and the SkyMapper Southern Sky Sur-
vey which provide extensive databases of future SN explosion sites.
These images will allow us to recover a posteriori the variability
history of the progenitors of new interacting SNe, as done for some
recent SNe IIn (Fraser et al. 2013; Ofek et al. 2014b; Tartaglia et al.
2015b).
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